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Empowering Women in Tech and Digital
I came to Sweden to study practicalities –
how Swedish tech companies address
issues of gender inequality at work and
what policies they have – but came back
not only with that but also with a better
understanding of structural societal
inequalities that are at work in the tech
world.
I have been working in tech and digital
since I graduated, and at some point I’ve
begun to realize how women are seen and
mistreated at the workplaces and how
they suffer from internal misogyny. I was
one of these women and I started a long
way to fighting sexism with my own
example, wherever I worked.
Knowing that Sweden is one of the top
gender equal countries in the world, and
Stockholm – the biggest tech startup city
of Europe, it was only natural that I would
decide to research the way things are
done in Sweden in order to try and transfer some of that knowledge to my current company and the product
management community I am part of.
My research consisted mainly of interviews with the industry leaders representing either companies, academia
or not-for-profit organizations aimed at helping women become a part of the tech industry and develop as
professionals.
Among others I got to meet Anna Sitnikova from iZettle, Charlotta Bodin from Volvo (and Eriksson), Hanna
Söderquist from Netlight, Karin Callin — the woman behind the Skill Capture program in Scania, Linnea
Jonjons from Metro, Szilvia Varszegi from Klarna and Yanina Komarova from Truecaller. I collected a long list
of pro-gender-equality steps one can do in their company, like: antidiscrimination trainings for new employees,
mentorship and networking programs for women inside the organization, additional payments during parental
leave (so that the overall payments would amount to the regular salary), regular HR trainings to raise
awareness about gender bias, professional workshops, making the gender balance one of the company’s
quantitative objectives, rewriting the job posts from female perspective, asking the recruiters to work on
recruiting only women one day a week and creating full blown programs like Scania’s Skill Capture, aimed at
diversifying the company in all aspects, not only the gender aspect.

